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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. General 
A unique aspect of the solid rocket bocsi-;s (SRB) to be employed in 
launching the Space Shuttle is the requirement for their recoverv for 
subsequent reuse. With this ~equirement, the need arose for the George 
C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) to hare the capbility of rte- 
termining the loads which would be impart& to thc SRB by the parachute 
deceleration system. From this need, Goodyear Aerqspace Corporation 
was awarded NASA Contract Number NAS8-291.44 to provide a mslhmi for 
accomplishing this. The f w r n  of the solution i s  a rnathematicai nlodel 
representing two bodies which a re  connected together by ;n elastic tether. 
The magnitude of the loads is then cbtained from a computer program 
(NASA Ref: PARAC) which iterates the equations of motions and in turn 
calculates the loads generated in  the elastic tether. 
The particular computer program which has been provide.+ has rerulteci 
from a modification to a program which was previously available at ( X C .  
The basic modifications primarily were conc~rned with (1) providiqg a 
bridling reprzsentation which was compatible with that required 5y .he 
water entry phase of recovery and {2) adaptkg for its use on tke MSFC 
UNIVAC 11 08 computer. 
In addition to the comp~te r  program, a second area of effort wzs to con- 
duct a parametric analysis such that the characteristics of the parachute 
decelerators could be readily obtained and in turn facilit 2 the selection 
of the input data raquired for the computer program. 
The resldts of this cuntraci a r e  in the for 9f three basic itecis which 
include (1) the card deck (stored at MSFC or. magnetic tape, MSFC 
program title reference: PAMC), (2) Program Users Manual; GER- 
15853, and (3) Engineering Design Manual; GER-15887 (presented hetein). 
The purpose of this document is to provide the user of the computer pro- 
gram with the capability of defining redisi;ic approximations for input 
data for both the drogue and main parachute decelerators af (a) parachute 
size (b) deployment conditions, (c) inflation times (d) reefing times (e)  
mass properties, (f) spring characteristics, and (e) aeroiiynaaic weffi-  
cients. 
B. Model Description 
A schematic of the model which is analyzed by the computer program is 
shown i n  Figure I. The model is comprised of two bodies connected to- 
gether by an elastic tether. The system is free to move in a single pl- ne 
where each body has 3 degrees of freedom, 2 translational and one rota- 
tional (pitch). In general, the system is comprised of a forebody (SRB), 
FIGURE 1 - COMPUTER MODEL REPRESENTATION 
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a bridle, a tether, a riser,  and a parachute. It is important t o  note here that 
the model analyzes only a single parachute and since a cluster of main para- 
chutes is being considered, an equivalent single parachute niust be established. 
A method for determining this equivalent is provided in a later section of this 
report. 
The model begins with the system initially stretched completely out, with tbe 
parachute at  a zero inflation condition (that is, the parachute deployed but not 
inflated). The parachute is then allowed to inflate through each stage of reef - 
ing to full open. The inflation times a re  selected based on parachute diameter 
and velocity at the start  of inflation of the particular stage. 
For cases where no r iser ,  tether, o r  possibly no bridle is required; these 
elements must be made relatively short and very stiff but they cannot be 
eliminated from the math model completely. Further description of this wi l l  
be discussed in Section II. 
Shown in Figure 2 a r e  typical bridling configurations which might be considered. 
These a r e  shown a s  examples and obviously reflect only a few of the possibili- 
ties. 
A significant fact which must be stated here, deals with the aerodynamic charac- 
teristics of parachutes operating in clusters. The nrimary amount of data which 
exists is contained in ASD-TDR-63 -1 59. The data presented was obtained for 
four parachute types (flat circular, extended skirt, ring slot, and ribbon) and 
varying numbers of parachutes from 1 to 7 in a cluster. For the parachute types 
considered applicable to the SRB requirements, (ribbon and ringslot types, only f 
1,2 ,3 ,  and 5 parachutes were investigated. The data that was obtained was for 
the entire configuration acting a s  a whole, o r  what could be referred tu a s  an 
quivalent single parachute. 
A limitatior? of the computer program is that only one set G wrodynamic co- 
efficients can be read into the program for a particular run. Because of this 
fact, if all stages of inflation a r e  to be investigated on a single run a small 
e r ro r  will result in the load calculations. 
This er ror  results because although the reference dimensions which a r e  used 
in  calculating various forces, a r e  automatically comprnsated fo r  within the 
program, the actual coefficients associated with various reefing ratios a r e  not 
proportional to the respective size reduction. The net result is that if an 
accurate assessment of the loads from a particular stage of deceleration a r e  
to be determined, then a run for that particular stage should be made. (Nu 
attempt has been made to determine the e r ro r  which could result, but it is 
anticipated tnat it  would be small. ) 
The symbolism used within this document i s  coapatible with that of the T'SERS 
MANUAL; GER-15853. For cases where conflict exists clarification will be 
made in the text. 
FIGURE 2 - TYPICAL BRIDLING ARRANGEMENTS 
SECTION I1 
DECELERATION DEFINITION 
A. General 
The preparation of this manual has been based on the assumption that the 
primary user of the computer program is  not familiar with parachute de- 
celeration systems. In order to provide the user with sufficient knowledge 
to have a basic understanding of the rationale associated with parachute 
systems sizing a brief discussior is appropriate here. It is necessary to 
note though that a s  time grogresses,  and the SRB recovery system design 
is formulated, input data particular to that design must be provided to the 
user  from the respective MSFC recovery personnel. 
The purpose of the parachute deceleration system is to provide sufficient 
aerodynamic drag area to either decelerate, stabilize, o r  decelerate and 
stabilize the descending SRB. Generally speatcing, as presently envisioned, 
the system which will evolve to satisfy the SiiB requirements will be com- 
p r i s ~ d  of two basic decelerator subsystems. The f i rs t  will be a drogue 
stag which will stabilize the SRB and assis t  in deceleration to a condition 
which is compatible with the deployment of the second decelerator sub- 
system (termed the main stage). This main stage will then decelerate the 
SRB to conditions com arible with the water entry requirements (o r  possibly 
retro-rocket initiation! In accomplishing these decelerations, it is nec- 
essary to limit the peak force to be compatible with SRB structure. 
The nominal t rajectoq for the SRB without any parachute deceleration i s  
shown in Figure 3 a s  aliitude vs. dynamic pressure. The trajectories for 
two SRB configurations a r e  shown to serve  as approximate bounds f o r  the 
environment which can be expected during SRB recovery initiation. These 
i~uo cases a r e  for the 162 inch PRR configuration aid the present 142", 
160,000 pound SRB. 
The estimated range c .  erminal velclcities at  water entry conditions a r e  
shown to reflect the desired end point requirement. This condition is 
shown for  an altitude range from 2,000 feet to s e a  level with the elevated 
altitude resulting to insure the system reaches its terminal ballistics 
prior to impacting the surface. The range of 30 feet/second to 150 feet / 
i3edxmc! has been used as b ~ u n d s  based on the contractual requirements. 
11. addition, two boxes are shown which reflect tke "?robable drogue de- 
ployment envelope", and "probable main parachute deployment envelope". 
These are shown, since they are ranges which have been considered in 
preparation of this document. 
When analyzing Figure 3, it appears that a drogue stage should not be 
required since the basic trajectory passes through the main envelope. 
The p o b l e m  that exists is that the SRB as it re-enters, seeks an angle 
cJ: attack of approximately R5O *lo. Although this condition provides a 
proper deceleration condition, it does not result in a vehicle altitude 
compatible with the deployment of the main pe;~rachute(s). For  this rea- 
son, i t  is necessarv to utilize a drogue parachute to r e ~ r i e n t  o r  stabilize 
. i 
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the SRB to an angle of attack of approximately 180 degrees which is compatible 
with main deployment. b 
In orde r  to evaluate the deceleration loads imparted to the SRB, it i s  necessary 
to establish the s izes  and associated characterist ics of the particular drogue 
parachute and main parachute to accomplish this, a method has been formula- 
ted f rom which the required input data f o r  the computer program can be gen- 
erated. A flow chart  which represents  this method is shown in Figure 4 and 
shows the major s teps  required in  conducting the analysis. The interaction 
of the drogue and mains can be  seen as the schematic is followed s tep  by step.  
It is necessary to f i r s t  establish the main parachute characterist ics and then 
follow up with the drogue analysis. 
Presented in the following portions of this section will be a detailed descrip- 
tion for  each of the blocks shown in Figure 4 and an eminple  for  each, 
The input data relative t o  m a s s  properties,  ap r i rg  characterist ics and aero-  
dynamics will then be presented in Section 111. 
B. Define Main Stage Decelerators 
1. General 
A definition of the main parachute decelerators is obtained by performing 
analysis to establish: 
1. Pzrachute s i z e  
2. Number of parachutes 
3. Parachute weight 
4. Inflation t ime 
5. Reefing time 
6. Deployment altitude and velocity 
A detailed method fo r  determining the values for  each of these is discussed 
in the following subsections. The method for  inputting this &a into the 
computer program will be  discussed in Section In of this report .  
2. Determine Terminal Ballistic Coefficient 
The terminal ballistic coefficient o r  W/C+ is established from: 
where: W = total descent weight which includes the weight suspe~ided 
on the parachutes, and the weight of the parachutes. 
N(1bs) 
2 
q = 1/2 = Dynamic P r e s s u r e  - ~ i ' r n ~  (PSF) 
p = Atmospheric Density ( s l u g / ~ t 3 )  
- k ~ ,  
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V = Velocity - m 'Sec (Ft /Set) = V at Terminal Velocity 
Transposing Eq I into Ballistic form we get: 
For  this application, we a r e  primarily concerned with the velocity at 
the time of water entry for which density 7 = 1. 227 = 
9 
(. 00238 slug/'ft3). Once the desired velocity has been selected, the 
W can be readily obtained. 
- 
CDA 
Example 1: assume VT = 24.39 m/sec (80 ft/sec) 
From Eq. (2) W - 1/2 (1.227) (24. 39)2 
9 
w = 364. N/,' ( 7 . 6 1  psf) 
-
C ~ A  
3. Determine Dynamic Pressure  for  Main Deployment 
This s tep is required to define the maximum dynamic pressure enviran- 
ment in which the main parachute can be deployed withmt imparting 
forces to the vehicle in excess of the SRB1s structural capability. A 
reasonable approximation for  obtaining this value is to equate: 
where = Deployment dynamic pressure N/rn 2 
qD (psf) 
qT = terminal dynar-ic pressure N/ 
(psf) 
G1s = SRB Limit Design Load Factor 
a = Number of F'sefing Stages 
Example 2 
when G1s = 3.0 
GOOWEAR AEROSPACE 
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= From Example 1 = 364 N m 2 
A comment relative to reefing is made here for  clarification to anyone 
unfamiliar with this terminology. If one were to consider a parachute 
in i ts full open condition, there is a ~naximum dynamic pressure at 
which it  can be deployed and allowed to inflate without exceeding the 
SRB structural limits. Through experience, this conditicn is generally 
not high enough to be compatible with the trajectory. In order to in- 
crease the q value, the inflated area  of the parachute can be controlled 
by reducing the c i rcumferexe  of the inlet (skirt edge) of the parachute. 
This reduction is accomplished by placing a line at  this skirt  edge which 
effectively reduces the inflated s ize  of the parachute. This technique 
is referred to as reefing. Experience has shown that up to two stages 
of reefing can be used. The reefing lines can t3en be severed using 
pyrotechnic time delay cutters (reefing line cutters). With this method, 
the drag a rea  of the parachute can be controlled such that 3 stages of 
deceleratior can be obtained with 2 stages of reefing. A typical re- 
presentation of a reefed and disreefed parachute is shown in Figure 5. 
Equation 3 has been summarized graphically in Figures 6, 7 and 8 for 
peak deceleration forces of 3.0, 3. 5, and 4.0 respectively. The maxi- 
mum deployment qD can be obtained directly when the sea level termi- 
nal velocity and number of reefing stages a r e  selected. For  deceleration 
other than these, . pation 3 can be used directly. 
4. Determine parachute size, number and type 
The terminz.1 stage parachute s ize  can be determined from Equation 4 
f o r  equilibrium descent a t  standard sea level conditions, which relates 
total recovered system weight, decelerator size, and terminal velocity 
by 
where 
Do = parachute reference (nominal) diameter in meters,  (ft) 
VT = system equilibrium descent velocity at sea  level in 
meters per  second, (Ft /Sec) 
W = total recovered system weight in newtons (lbs) 
N = number of parachutes in a cluster, 
PARACHUTE 
SYSTEM DEPLOYED 
]ST REEFED STAGE 
n OPEN 
2ND REEFED STAGE 
OPEN 
FIGURE 5 - STAGES OF PARACHUTE INFLATION 
FULL 
-----t ------ 
-7- --- 
FIGURE 6 
: -t - I 1 
NOTE : 
1. a = REEFING STAGES ' 
- -Id 2. G ' S  = 3 . 0  I-- 
- SEA LEVEL TERM*& VELOCITY - FT/SEC " 
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f = an efficiency factor that modifies the performance of a 
single parachute when operating in a cluster, and 
= the parachute nominal drag coefficient when operating 
'DO as a single parachute 
The primary aerodynamic performance characteristics tCD ) at tar-  
o 
minal conditions representative of the main stage parachutes a r e  shown 
i n  Figure 9. Only those parachute types which a re  applicable to the 
SRB recovery requirements a re  shown. At the present time, it appears 
that the 20 degree conical ribbon o r  ring-slot a r e  the mcst promising 
candidates. Even though the ring sail type has a higher nominal CD 
(which WOI Id result in a slight size reduction) it is important to O 
note that the cost of manufacturing resuiting from performance sensi- 
tivity to tolerance, presently eliminates it from evaluation considerati.on 
when reuse is considered. In addition, because of the approach to ob- 
taining the deceleration loads in '.he computer program. sensitivity to 
parachute type is not significant. 
The cluster efficiency )7 which is a measurement of the net drag per 
formance of parachutes when operating in a cluster is presented in 
Figure 10 for a variety of configurations which have been previously 
tested. Based on analysis conducted at GAC, a typical erformance 
estimate has been established and is shown in Figure 1 8 . The specific 
values for this estimate for N parachutes is shown in Table I. 
TABLE I - CLUSTER EFFICIENCY FACTOR S 
Equation 4 has been evaluated for V = 30 to 150 f t / se~ for weights 
from 1 50,000 to 300,000 pounds for% = 3,6, and 9. 'I ~lis data is 
shown in Figrlres 11, 12, and 13 from which parachute diameter can 
be obtained directly. It is improtant to state that the parachute size 
should not be greater than 200 feet and the reasonable maximum size 
is approximately 135 feet with a limit for this number of parachutes 
being nine(9). For  N other than these values, Do can be obtained 
directly from F~uat ion 4. 
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RISERS 
Parachute drag performance i s  dictated by two criteria. For single o r  cluster- 
ed canopies, it is necessary to place the leading edge of the parachute canopy 
skirt) at a distance approximately 6. 5  times the base diameter (max iameter) 
of the SRB. The r iser  length required is therefore 
6 
where: LR = r iser  length, m (it) 
D~~~ = Diameter of SRB Base, rn (ft) 
LS = suspension line length = 1 . 5  Do, m (ft) 
In addition to wake performance factors, to achieve proper cluster efficiency, 
a r iser  can be required to insure optimum parachute clustering. The relative 
riser length is dependent on the number of parachutes in the cluster. The 
actual length is then dictated by the parachute size. The primary amount of 
data which exists in this area is contained in the En 'neerin Desi Handbook - 
AMCD-706-130 for U. S. A m y  aerial delivery sys-dfhis report 
has been summarized in Figure 1 4 .  When the parachute suspension line length 
is 1. 5  times the Do, the relative r iser  length as a percent of the parachute Do 
can be obtained directly w:,an the number of parachutes is known. For pur- 
poses here, it should be assumed that each parachute has i ts  own riser. ('?he 
case could exist when. 6 o r  9 parachutes a r e  considered that a single risercould 
connect a group of three parachutes together. This technique will not be pur- 
sued in this manual but possible future recovery analysis could result in this 
approach). 
TETHEH 
A tether for the parachute system can be required for several reasons. For  
cases where a single attachment point on the SRB will serve as the laad trans- 
fer  point and i t  is not practical to terminate the individual r isers  or  para- 
chute confluence directly to the SRB a tether would serve as this interface. 
A similar example would be for attachment to the confluence of the bridle. 
For these cases, the tether woul~! be of a minimal length. The maximum 
tether length for performance cn.lsideration is dlctatcd for the case when 
additional length is required to achieve the condition of the parachute lead- 
ing edge being 6. 5 diameters aft For  this case the tether length is 
where 
LT = length of tether, m (ft) 
D s ~ ~  = Diameter of SRB; m(ft) 
LS = Parachute Suspension Line Length; m (ft) 
LR = Length of riser - rn (ft) 
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BRIDLE 
At times, it becomes necessary to attwh the parachute systems to the SRB 
by what is  referred to a s  a bridle. This bridle is generally comprised of 
2,3, or  4 legs which a re  located on the SRB. For purposes of analysis in 
this model, the bri&e can only have two legs. A typical representation is 
shown in Figure 1 5 and as  described i n  +he program users manual (GER- 1 5853 ) 
the attachment points a r e  located as x, y coordinates on the SR3 and each 
leg i s  described by its length. The computer program then determines the 
intersection point or  confluence of the two legs. 
In the event that a single attachment point is desired the bridle input is  
still required but the separation distance between each leg should be 0. 5 
inches and the length of each leg should eqwl  0. 5 inches. 
The length of the bridle legs is dependent on a variety of design factors. 
Since the particular requirements of the bridle are not as yet known to GAC, 
the subject of length and strength will not be discussed herein, but will be 
leit up to MSFC personnel. (The actual strength cannot be established until 
the computer runs a r e  conducted. ) Preliminary estimates can be made based 
on the desired peak deceleration rate. 
5. Calculate Parachute System Weight 
General 
Presented in the previous subsection was the method for determining size 
requirements for the major compone~lts of the main parachute system. As 
noted, the sizing of the various components is dependent on the total weight 
of the descen&ng system. Since this is the case, in determining sizing 
values, an iterative process is required which begins with assumed values for 
certain parameters, and then progress through a direct calculation of the 
values. A com arison is then made to the assumed and de nding on the mag- P nitude of the di ferencs between the assumed aiid c a l c u l a t e r a  second iteration 
is requred. This iteration begins with the calculated value from the previous 
step and proceeds. When the assumed and calculated a r e  within a parachute 
diameter difference of approximately 0. 5 feet assume this to be accurate 
enough. 
In  general, the total descent weight (W) can be written as: 
where W = total descent weight, N (lbs) 
WmB = w e i a t  of the basic SRB and any recovery 
syetem components remaining with it, 
N (Ibs) 
*T = asight of the tether, N (Its) 
= weight of the parachutes, N (lbs) 
W, = might  01 the brldle, N (lbs) 
FIGURE 15  - GENERAL BRIDLE ARRANGEMENTS 
GOODVEAR AEROSPACE 
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PARACHUTE WEIGHT 
Experience has shown that the primary contributor to the total weight is that 
of the SRB. The second highest is that of the parachutes, with the riser. 
tether, and bridle being relatively small. 
In terms of several parameters, the weight of the parachutes can be shown 
to be equal to 
where 
d 
canopy 
w~ = weight of (N) parachute of diameter Do N (lbs) 
W = total weight = suspended u ight + parachute weight 
G's  = deceleration system load factor 
Do = nominal parachute diameter, meters (feet) 
FLP = Factor to allow for overload of leading parachute = 
1 . 5  
(D. F. ) = overall design factor for suspension lices including 
a margin of safety of 2.0 = 2. 5 
(D. F. )c = overall . factor for canopy including a margill 
oi sPfety ofif' O =  2.5 
(C. F. ) = construction factor fcr suspension lines = 1.05 
(C. F. ), = construction factors for canopy seams, overlaps, 
thread, and reinforcing = 1.3 
L,/Do = ratio of parachute line length to parachute nominal 
diameter = 1. 5 
C 
'O/C 
= ratio of local (maximum) canopy pressure coefflcient 
to nominal drag coefficient = 2.0 
A/SO = r a t i ~  of cloth area in canopy to nominal area = .85 
K~ = stren h to w i t ratio for suspension line mater- ial = F , & ~ I o ~  for nylon 
GOODVEAR AEROSPACE 
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Kc = strength to weight ratio for canopy material = 8.72 x lo4 
ft for nylon 
After substituting these values into Eq (6) the weight of the parachute is: 
This equation has been developed at  GAC for  parametric analysis purposes 
and hold true when optimum gauge materials a r e  considered. For  cases 
when a minimum gauge is applicable a com onent weight analysis would be J required. Because of the 1 -1ative comple ty of this type of analysis and 
the fact that the parachute w i g h t  has a minima! affect on the deceleration 
loads, i t  is reasocable to  use Equation 7 for  purposes here. 
RJSER AND TETHER WEIGHT 
For  the cases where either a riser o r  tether is required, their weight can 
be obtained from: 
W, = (D. F. ) (W) (G's) (LR ) It- 
where 
D. F. = Design factor = 2.5 
K = Strength to wei h ratio for r i se r  material f k  (nylon; 1.73 + 0 f t )  
L~ = Riser  length; m (ft) 
For  the case when the tet'ner is being considered L becomes LT and the 
same equation ~pp l i e s .  In the event that each parn&ute in the cluster has  
its own individual r i ser ,  and since the possibility exists that a leading Pra - chute could see an overload factor of 1 . 5  (F this factor must s o  
be em loyed in t h ~  equation, If a riser is more than one para- 
chute P hen this factor would not be applicable. Similarly, tether weight would 
not require this factor. 
BRIDLE WEIGHT 
As previously mentioned, because of a variety of considerations which must 
he considered in establishing bridle requirement8 which are presently not 
known to GAC, this subject will not be anslysed herein. The on1 comment 
c i  which would be a licable is that a preliminary estimate for bri e weight 
could be obtained?rorn Equation 8 when the i n d i v i d d  lengths d each l e ~  
are known, and an  estimate for the design load [(W)(G'S)~ can be made. In 
the event that a particular material gauge is selected then the weight could 
be calculated baaed on its weight per  unit length. 
GQODVEAR AEROSPACE 
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C 6. Example P~oblem 
To best show the methodology, it is appropriate at this point to pvesent an 
example problem and walk through the steps of establishing the sizing and 
weights of the various components. 
For this exam le assume W RB = 170,000 Lbs, the desired terminal vela., 
city VT = 80 P Ft/Sec) and t f e peak load factor is 3 . 0 .  
From Equation (5) a weight for the parachutes Wp is required. An mitial ; 
estimate for Wp can be obtained from Figure 1 5  A as  a percentage of SRB weight 1 
when the descer;t velocity and deceleration load factor a re  known. The data 
of this figure will serve as a reasonable preliminary estimate and was 
generated from results of previous SRB recovery analysis conducted at GAC. 
For the above conditions, Wp/WSRB = .030. 
Since riser tether and bridle weight cannot be evaluated until a second itera- 
tion when their lengths can be evaluated, Equaticn 5 rrducer tci 
The$ 
rachute diameter require ' can now be obtained lrom Figul-e 11, 12, 
or 1 For a three, s ix  and nine parachute cluster, the diameters wculd 
be 140, 102 and 84 feet res ectivel . Since the 140 fwt  diameter is not 
too much greater than the & .esired l 35 feet, a three parachute cluster will 
be assumed. From F i e r e  14 no riser will be required, but for interface 
purposes, a 15-foot tether will  be assumed. From Equation 10 the tethei- 
weight would be 
The actual amchute  might from Equation 9 wil l  be 
= 4090 (Ibs. ) 
The total system weieht for the first iteratior, becomes: 
W = 174,203 (lbs. ) 
. . .  :.I .;- m . . . . .  
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Referring tack to Figwe 11 , the new parachute diameter would be 139.6 feet. 
The next iteration on weight would start  with 
Wp = 5. 55 X 1 0 ' ~  (139.6)(174,203)(3.0) 
Wp = 4050 (lbs. ) 
and 
WT = 1. 44 X 10'~(174,203)(3.0)(15) 
= 174,163 (lbs. ) 
Since this is almost ieentical to the previous weight, assume this value to be 
iaentical and work the balance of the problem based on these values. 
W = 174,163 Lbs 
W, = 4050 Lbs 
WT = 112.8 Lbs 
~ R B  ' 170,000 Lbs 
0 = 139.6 Ft 
N = 3  
a = 2  
L T =  15 Ft 
G's = 3.0 
qD = 203 PSF 
7.. Select Deployment Conditions, Inflation Timea, and Reefing Times 
DEPLOYMENT CONDITIONS AND INFLATION TIMES 
Selection of the deployment conditions (altitude, velocity, flight path angle) 
for the maia parachutes is dependent on several considerations. These in- 
clude the deployment dynamic pressure, peak deceleration rate, parachute 
inflation time, parachute reefing time, and the trajectory flight path angle. 
In ddit ion to these, the deceleration trajectory for the drogue stage also 
comes into play. In general, the solution is obtained by performing a series 
of point mass deceleration trajectories, establishing a variety of cross plots, 
and selecting conditions which are compatible with satisfying the requirements 
while providing a minimum weight system. Because of the nature 
of this manual, the methodolo which is presented herein is not intended to 
provide this optimization c a p  r ility k t  instead will provide basic conditions 
for selecting i d s t i o n  times and reefing t ines.  
GOOOYEAR AEROSPACE 
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The starting point for this task is to assume a deploynlent altitude, define 
the velocity compatible with the deployment dynamic pressure, ~ s t a b l i s h  
parachute inflation time, select reefing time, and altitude loss. This then 
gives the s tar t  conditions at  disreef of the first  stage and in turn the s tar t  
conditions for the inflation of the second stage of main parachute decelera- 
tion. Similarly, this process is repeated for  the second stage to get the 
approximate conditions for  second disreef and incation to the full open para- 
chute. 
The velocity a t  the time of deployment can be readily obtained once the de- 
ployment altitude is known and the dynamic pressure defined. Based on a 
variety of work conducted a t  GAC, i t  appears that the main parachutes can 
be at altitudes less  than 10,000 feet. For  initial purposes, sssume this as 
the starting point. For  qD = 203 PSF, the corresponding velocity (FD) at 
10,000 feet is 481 ft/sec. 
For  preliminary purposes, the filling time for the parachute can be obtained 
directly from Figure 16 when the diameter and velocity a r e  known. The velo- 
city shown in this figure is referred to a s  snatch velocity which i s  defined as 
the velocity of the total system just as the parachute is completely stretched 
out. For purwses  here, this ~ l l  be a~rsiiied ti, quai the veiocity at ae- 
ployment o r  disreef. The diameter of the parachute used in the figure is that 
of its nominal diameter or Do. For  the conditions ;;.hen the parachute is 
reefedzan equivalent reefed D must be developed. Presented on the figure a r e  
three mflation eurver br DE&N, MEAN and PERFORMANCE considerations. 
For  calculating loads, the DESIGN curve should be used and fo r  altitude loss 
during decelerations the PERFORMANCE curve should be used. 
The equivalent Do for  the reefed p a r a c k ~ t e  is obtained by defining the drag 
area of the particular stage, and then determining its nominal reference 
area,  and then calculating the diameter of the equivalent area. For  the 
example which we previously discussed, a cluster of 3; 139.6 feet diameter 
parachutes was chosen, The total drag area of the full open cluster is 
The CDA for  one parachute is: 
The C A of each of the s tages of can be obtained s i m ~ a r l y  to the 
metho% of Equation 3 o r  

GOODVEAR AEROSPACE 
CO.CO.4110 .  
where: 
- - 
2 2 (CDA), = CDA of stage a where a can equal 1 or  2, a (ft ) 
2 (CDA)T = total CDA of a11 parachutes in the c1uster.m (ft) 
a = number of reefed s ta  es and quals 1 for the second B stage, and 2 for the irst  stage 
also 
where 
C D ~  = drag coefficient for a single reefed parachute 
2 2 + - nominal area of a single reefed parachute, m (ft ) 
77 a = cluster efficiency for the particular reefed stage 
o r  Equations 13 and 14 can be transposed to 
and if Equation 11 is substituted for (CJ-JA)~, Equation 15 becomes 
If for preliminary purposes, it is mswned that q p  = ?'I and C = C 
then Equation (1 6) reduced to D~ Do 
DR = nominal diameter of a single reefed parachute of stage a! 8 m( ft)  
From our example, 
= 139. 6 = 139. 6 = 46. 5 ft. 
DR1 , l j z j j r / 2  3 
and 
= 139. 6 = 80.4 ft. 
DR2 (W 
From Fi re  16 the inflation time for the parachute at a deployment velocity 
of 481 ft P sec at 10,000 feet, 
t /D = .Ol42 DESIGN f O 
= .0445 PERFORMANCE 
Using the PERFORMANCE value, the filling time is  
tf = (. 0445)(46. 5) = 2.37 seconds 
In order to determine if sufficient altitude is available to achieve deceleratir?~ 
and aiso seieci the initial conditions for disreef of ti e first stage, and eventu - 
ally the second stage, a series of point mass trajectories were run to establish 
this for various inflation times, a t  various deployment (or disreef q's) at var- 
ious altitudes at a flight path of -9GcBnd 3G4s deceleration. (These latter con- 
C ditions were selected as worst case conditions and primary emphasis placed t h e p  ) In addition, the affects of 4.0 G1s deceleration and z flight path of 
-70 were also considered to establish these a(fects. 
The results of the 3 G decelerations are presented in Figures 17 thru 25 f c ~  
inflation times from 1 second thru 24 seconds. These plots a r e  shown as the 
altitud loss at 95% of q as a percent of initial altitude versus initial altitudes t The 95 value was selemed since it  was  found that a t  these very l o r  decelera- 
tion rates the terminal velocity was only obtained for deployment q's less than 
approximately 40 PSF. In addition, it is also known that because of the q de- 
ploy during the inflation process that the peak deceleration force achieved irom 
F = qCDA will not exceed (W) X (GIs) except possibly when going to fall open. 
Here again, tne methodology presented here is to provid:! 2 "firs! pass" approach 
to establishing these parameters and is not intended as final design criteria 
since many iterations will be required to accomplish this. 
In addition to these plots, Figures 26, 27 and 28 present similar data for 4G 
deceleration a t  a flight path angle of -70 degrees for inflation times of 9, 15  
and 24 seconds respectively. These figures can serve as end points to be 
used to assist in interpolation to other initid con&~icm if desired. If the 
3G values a r e  used,relatively conservative estimcctes will be' obtained. 
For our example (t = 2.07 see), Figure 18 wil l  be used (tf = 3.0 sec). For 
the initial q of 203  SF and altitude of 10,000 feet, the altltude loss can be 
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C found to be approximately 50%, or disreef should occur at approximately 5,000 feet (. 5 X 10,000 f t ) .  (As a rule of thumb, it is desirable to t r y  
to limit the altitude loss to 50 percent of the initial altitude. ) 
At disreef of the first stage, the dynamic pressure should be 
where 
= dyfapic pressure at disreef of the first stage (I), 
'DR, N, rn (PSF) 
therefore 
203 = 67.5  PSF q . 4 ,  = 
at an altitude of 5000 feet, the corresponding velocity is 257 ft/sec and 
tf/Do (PERFORMANCE) from Figure 16 is 0.088. The diameter of the 
second stage was calculated to be 80.4 feet but since the parachute was 
already partially inflated the amount which must be considered is the 
additional diameter which mud be obtained, therefore 
6 Do = 80. 4 - 46.5 = 33.9 ft. 
and 
tf = .088 (33.9) = 2.92 seconds 
From Figure 18, zt 5000 feet and q = 67. 5 PSF the altitude loss ratio is 
approximately 33 percent. Disreef of the second stage wil l  occur at 
approximately 5000 (1 -. 33) = 3300 feet. 
The dynamic pressure at disreef of the second stage will be 
m d  the velocity corres nding at 3300 feet will be 144. 5 ft  /sez. The 
filling time ratio from &pre 16 is 0,135 and the filling time wi l l  be 
GOODVEAR AEROSPACE 
C O n C O n A 1 , O .  
From Fi re 20 at 3300 feet and q = 22. 5 PSF, the altitude loss is  approxi- 
mately 4 8 o or terminal conditions should be reached by an altitude of 3300 
(1-. 4) = 1980 feet. (Since it  is desirable to have system terminal prior to 
just touching the surface, for these low cieceleration rates, 2000 feet has 
been selected as a preliminary altitude when this should crccur. ) Therefcre, 
the criteriz is nearly satisfied and will be assu,ned adequate at this time. 
Presented in Tzsble II is a summary of the data just generated. 
REEFING TIMES 
The reefing time is the amount of timeuhen a particular stage reefed drag 
area is permitted to be effective. This time is established to permit the 
system to decelerate to the condition compatibk with disreef and inflation 
to the next stage. In order to provide the user with a basic estimate for 
these values, the results of the point mass trajectory ~pns  previously dis - 
cussed were plotted as reefing time versus initial altitude at various de- 
ployment or disreef dynamic pressures. Figures 29 thru 37 present this 
data for parachute inflation times of 1 to 24 secrnds for initial deceleration 
of 3 Gts, and a flight path angle of -90 degrees. In addition, Figures 38, 39 
and 40 present 4G decelerations at -70 degrees and inflation times of 9, 15 
and 24 seconds respectively. The reefing times plotted are  those values 
taken from the computer run when the system has decelerated to 95 percent 
of q terminal for that stage. The 95 percent value is defined as: 
From Table I1 for the initial conditions summarized the reefing times can 
be obtained from Figure which reflects the nearest value of inflation time. 
The respective vallles are summarized i n  Table ID. 
SUMMARY OF REEFING TIMES 
Reefing 
Figure Time 
Stage Number (Sec) 
1st 30 15 
2nd 30 9 
Reefing times are  only required for the two stages of reefing. Aftw the 
parachute reaches full open the system remains at that drag area until 
surface impact. 
C. Definition of Drogue Parachute Decelerator 
1. General 
The drogue parachute device is required to decelerate and/or stabilize the 
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SRB to conditions compatible with the main parachute deployment environment. 
The methodology for defining the drogue parachute, which will satisfy this 
will be discussed in the following paragraph3. This will include drogue sizing, 
deployment conditions, inflatica times and drogue weight. 
2. Drogue Parachute Sizing 
Definition of the s ize of the drogue parachute i s  dependent on. 
1. Dynamic pressure at the tim2 of main parachute deployment 
2. Altitude at main parachute deployment 
3. Altitude at  the time of drogue deployment 
4. Dynamic pressure (or  velocity at  the time of drogue deployment) 
5. The maxinlum deceleration level compatible with SRB structure. 
A f i r s t  pass approximation to drogue size can be obtained by assuming that 
the system while descending on the drogue has sufficient time to decelerate 
to the desired terminal ballistic state and then calculate the drogue drag 
a rea  compatible with the main parachute deployment q. The minimum drogue 
CDA would be 
where 
= total descent %eight on drogue, equals WSRB = weight of WT main subsystem + weight of the 
drogue, 5 (lbs) 
q = maximum dqAoyment dynamic pressure for  the mains, N / K . ~  
(PSF) 
For  performance purposes, it has bean found that this minimum valt: should 
be increased by a factor of l/. 90 to insure that the desired q is obtained. 
Presented in F ipm 41 16 .,le drogue dm area versus main Brachute  deploy- % ment q for the weight range from 150,OO to 300,000 pounds. The diameter 
of the drogue parachute can then be obtained from Figcrre 42 when the drag 
area is known and when CD = .55 .  This value is reasonable for  the subsonic 
condition at  the time of ma& parachute deployment. 
3. Drogue Deployment Conditions 
The deployment conditims for  the drogue must provide sufficient altitude for  
the drogue deceleration to be effective, while a t  the same time reducing the 
deceleration G's to a minimuni value. 
. . . . . .  
..... , .. 
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C From the trajectory of the SRB alone, conditions along its flight must be taken 
and individually considered to establish an optimum dro~we system. A typical 
example of the SRB alone trajectory is s!nwn in  Figure 43. In addition, con- 
stant Mach numbers of 1. 4, 1 .0  and 0.6 arc  also shown for the altitude range 
from 60,000 feet to sea level. The basic SRB alone conditions are  shown to 
give the user of this manual a basic starting point. As more refined data be- 
comes available, it can be plotted also, and Figure 43 upgraded. 
To assist in selection of the drogue deployment conditions, and also insure 
proper drogue sizing, a second series of point mass trajectories were con- 
ducted to assist in this evaluation. The results of these runs are  summarized 
in  Figures 44 thru 88, and are presented in a form of altitude versus dynamic 
pressure for various terminal W/CDA values (on the drove).  The affects of 
Mach number, inflation time and flight path angle are  then presented on the 
various lots. The Mach numbers considered are  1.4, 1 .0  and 0.6; filling P tines of , 2 and 4 seconds; flight path angles of -90, -70 and - 50 degees;  at 
initial altitudes of 50,000, 40,000 and 30,000 feet. These figures msically 
show the q curve resulting for a system descending with a terminal W/CDA 
shown, and starting at the particular initial altitude, velocity, and flight path 
angle. 
The use of these curves will be discussed in the following Section 11-C. 5. 
4. Calculation of Drcgue Parachute System Weight 
c ,  The calculr,iion for the weight of the drogue parachute tether, and bridle is sbtainel: similar to that of the mains as reflected by Equations8 w d  10. For 
the <rogue though the values for some of the terms and factors chang;.. The 
jalues for the drogue are: 
Wp = weight of drogue parachute, N(1bs) 
W = total weight = suspended weight + parachute weight, N(1bs) 
G's  = deceleration load factor 
Do = nominal parachute diameter, m (ft) 
(D. F. ) = overall design factor :or suspensicr;i lines including 
a margin of safetv df 2.0 = 2. 5 
(D. F. )C = overall d e ~ i  factor for ca,sopy inchding a margin 
of safet.; of P 0 = 2. 5 
(C. F. ) = sonstmction factor for suspension lines = 1.05 
(C. F. ?c = construction factors for canopy seams, overlzp,  
thread, and reinforcing = 1.3 
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GOODVEAR AEROSPACE 
c0..0.4110* 
L,/Do = rntio of parachute line length to parachute nominal 
di m e t e r  = 2.0 
Cpo,'CDo = ratio of local (maximum) canopy pressure coefficient 
to nominal d+;g coefficient = 3. 5 at  supersonic deployment 
A /So = ratio of cloth a rea  in canopy to nominal a rea  = . 85  
= strength $ weight ratio for  suspension line material 
: 1.73 x 10 ft. for  nylor, 
= strength to weight ratio for canopy material = 8.72 x 10 4 Kc ft  for  nylon 
After substituti: , these values into Equation (6) the weight of the parachute is:  
Wp = 4 . 9 0 ~ 1 0 - ~  (Do) (Ws)  (W) (22) 
As ?reviously stateck t h i ~  equation has heen developed at  GAC for  parametric 
analysis purposes a;ld holds triir: wnen optimum gauge materials a r e  considered. 
Fa1 -.r?ses when a minimum gauge is applicable a compment weight anaiysis 
wod r; be required. Eixause of the relative complexity of this type of amlysis  
and thefact  tbat the parachute weight has a minimal affect on the dxc=leration 
loads, it is reasonable to  use Equation 22 for  purposes here. 
TETHER WEIGHT 
For  the cases where a t ther is required, i ts weight car? be obtained from: 
VC,. -= (D. F. ) (W) (G's) LT 
K 
where 
D.F. = Designfactw = 2.5 
K = Strenglh to weig t ratio for tether material & (nylon; 1.73 + 10 t) 
L~ = Tether length; m (ft ) 
The tether length is dictated by the s a m s  criteria as that for  the main parachute. 
where 
When the diameter of the SRB equals 142 inches, no tether will be required 
when the drogue diameter is greater  than 38.4 feet. 
GOOOVE AR AEROSPACE 
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BRIDLE WEIGHT 
As previously mentioned, because of a variety of considerations which must 
be considered in establishing bridle requirements which a re  presently not 
known to GAC, this subject will not be analyzed herein. The only comment 
whizh would be applicable i s  that a preliminary estimate for bridle weight 
could be obtained from Equation 8 when the individual lengths of each leg 
a re  known, and an estimate fo- the design load [(W)(G7s)] can be made. In 
the event that a particular material gauge is  selected then the weight. could 
be calculated based on its weight per unit length. 
5. Example Problem 
To best present the use of the precc ling data, an example problem will be 
presented so  that each of the steps can be followed. The conditions which 
wi l l  be used for sizing zre those previously determined for main parachute 
deplo ment of altitude equals 10,000 feet, ar.d q = 203 PSF and a velocity 
of 48 Y ft/sec. An estimate for drogue size can be obtainec! from Figure 41 
when the total system weight is known for Equation (21). i'rom thc previous 
example the W + W + WT equals 174,163 lbs. This will be the sus:)ended 
weight on the %n estlmate for the drogue weight can be ob~~ ; . r ed  
from Figure 89 as a percent of 'W W e n  VT equals 80 ft/sec for the 
mains, and if we assume drogue SRB' deployment at M = 1 . 4  at 50,OOC feet 
which corresoonds to a q of 335 PST tile approximate deceleration force 
woulc! be 33 57203 = 1.65, the W. 'W would equal approximately . 0 l  o r  
W,, = (. 01)(1?0,000) = 1700 lb: T#?otal descent weight would become 
174,163 + 1700 = 175,863 lbs. From Jigure 41 the estimated drogue 
drag area would be approximately 1000 l"t- which would be eqvivalent to a 
Do of 50. 5 feet from Figure 42. Tile filling time ratio from Figure 16 
would be .0165 and tf will be (. 0165)(50.5) = .84 seconds. 
To zhc.ck if this size is correct go to Figure 44 and for a q = 203 PSF, the 
W/C A = 172. 5 PSF. This rould corres csnd t C A = 17 5,863/172.5 p % 1' = 1 0 8  ft2 which is nearly i t n t i c a l  to the 000 ft ootained from Figure Al .  
The final &ate.-mination of correct sizing can orliy be accomplished after the 
computer run is mad5 and the end point computed. Any appropriate increase 
or decrease in size can be determined at that time. 
Since the parachute size is greater than 38.4 feet Do, no tether is required. 
Although none is required for perf~rrnance considerations, it will be assumed 
that for interface purposes a 15 feet long tether is desirable. The tether 
weight, from Equation 23 would be 
The actual parachute weight would be, clsing Equation (22) 
FIGURE 89 - RELATIVE WEIGHT OF DROGUE SUBSYSTEM VERSUS 
TERMINAL VELOCITY ON MAIN PARACHUTES 
GOODVEAR AEROSPACE 
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A second iteration could be made using these values for tether and drogue 
weight. This iteration will not be discussed here but with refereme back 
to the main parachutes, only a slight change in diameter would result (esti- 
mated here to be . 5 feet) and its affect would be minimal. Obviously, as 
many iterations as desired a r e  possible, but it must be stated that the re -  
sults of the computer run will show whether the selection was correct. 
Therefore, only two o r  three iterations are recommended and with the com- 
puter run results being the driver in subsequent iterations. 
For ether casas when the d ~ o g u e  deployment conditions could be a t  lower 
altitudes and l e s se r  Mach numbers, (and longer inflation times) the appropriate 
figure can be chosen and W/CDA selected. At the time of drogue deployment, 
the flight path angle will be something less than -90 degrees (probably -50 
to -70 degrees). These affects can be realized from the Figures 71 thru 88. 
Although drogue reefing is not desired, if required, the appropriate CDA 
limit can be establisl,ed by methods outlined for  the main parachutes. The 
only item which c a n n ~ t  be readily defined from data herein would be the reef- 
ing time. This being the case, the particular stage can be run f o r  an assumed 
amount of excess time, and the desired condition fo r  the disreef function se- 
lected at  the appropriate conditions. The inflation of the next stage would then 
begin at  those conditions and a run continuation made. The results could then 
be pieced together to obtain the solution for the complete deceleration phase. 
In summation, the drogue portion of the problem would have the following 
characteristics 
CW = 174,893 (lbs) 
W s ~ B  = 174,163 (lbs j 
Do = 50. 5 (ft) 
L T  = 1 5  (ft) 
Deploy Altitude r: 50,000 feet 
De&y ??locity = Mach No. = 1. 4 
tf = 0.84 seconds 
GOODVEAR AEROSPACE 
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SECTION I11 
SUPPLEMENTARY PARACHUTE CHARACTERISTICS 
A. General 
Ir.: addition to  the basic definition of the various parachute decelerators,  addi- 
tional characterist ics of the parachutes must be defined. They include the 
mass  properties, definition of the spr ing characterist ics of the suspension 
lines, riser and tethers,  deiini:icr? of the aerodynamic coefficient, and a 
definiticn of the illflation characterisric:;. Tke following subsections will de- 
s c r i h  the method for  determining each of these. 
B. Mass Proper t ies  
The mass properties oi the parachute include a definition of the center of 
gravjity location, and the moments of inerlia. Since the computer model 
analyzes the system motion in a single plane, only the pitch moment of in- 
e r t i a  must  be determined. 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 
The C of the parachute system is determined using conventional analysis 
m e t h o g .  A parachute can be approximated as being a hemispherical shell 
fo r  the canopy, and an inverted conical shell  fo r  the suspension line: or  
CANOPY 
SYSPENSION 
FIGURE 89A - PARACIXJTE COMPONENT CG REFEZ 
Cos Cp 
GOODVEACZ AEROSPACE i 
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when tnc two a r e  combined together to form a parachute,  he composite C is 
defined a s  G 
where: 
LS = suspension line length, m (ft) 
TP = half angle of suspension lines intersection; when LS = 1.  5D0 
rp = 12.7 degrees; when LS = 2.0 Do 
'J-P = 9. 5 degrees 
= mass of parachute canopy dl,d equals 32 percent of total mass Mc for mains; and L? percent of total mass for drogue 
= mass of suspension lines and eo: 11s 68 percent of total mass 
for  mains, and 62 percent of tosl mass for  drogue. 
for these values, reduces to Equations 26 and 27 for a single main para- 
chute and a drogue respectively 
- 
single Main 
X~ = Do 
- Drogue 
X~ = 
FIGURE 89B - PARACHUTE COMPmTE CG REFERENCE 
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When a riser is included, Equation 28 is formed 
single Main + riser = Mp(LR + 1.183 Do) + 1/2 (MR)(LR) (28) 
P+R 
FI:GU'RE 83C - PARACHUTE AND RISER COMPOSITE CG REFERENCE 
When a cluster of parachutes is being considered, the CG for the ldomposlte 
i s  determined as follows. A typical geometry representation i s  shown in 
Figure 90 for a cluater of three parac)utes. W h m  a riser ia used Equation 
30 i s  applicable and when no riser i&%equired Equation 31 can be used. 
E O F  CLUSTER 
SECTION A-A 
FIGURE 90 - TYPICAL GEOMETRY OF A 3 P F W H U T E  CLUSTER 
GOODVEAR AEROSPACE 
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GER-15887 
where 1' = half angle a t  the intersection of the parachutes o r  r isers .  
This angle varies with the numbez of parachutes in the cluster. Initial esti-  
mates for  'P can be found in Table IV 
TABLE IV 
Cluster Confluence Half Angle 
N ry 
(degrees) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 
The pitch moments of ixiertia of the parachutes is derived using s imilar  method- 
ology as that f o r  CG determination. 
When the canopy and cone formed by the suspension lines a r e  assumed to be 
thin shells 
Canopy = - 5 M ~ D ~ ~  (32) 
I0C 48 
For the total parachute-the moment of inertia is 
and when a riser o r  tether is included 
Ci 
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When a cluster of parachutes is being used without a r iser ,  the moment of 
inertia becomes 
and when a riser is required, the moment of inertia is 
For all  the above equations, the is the moment of inertia about the center 
of gravity. 
If the number of parachutes exceeds three, classical methods for calculating 
the moaent  of inertia a r e  applicabie. 
C. Spring Characteristics 
The loads which a r e  imparted to the SRB resulting from the inflating para- 
chutes a r e  dependent upon the characteristics of the spring system through 
which the loading is transferred. The spring system is comprised of the 
parachute suspension lines, r i s e r  (if used), tether, if used, and the legs of 
the bridle. The analysis which follows concercs itself with all the components 
except the bridle. The derivation of K for the bridle legs will be left to the 
user  of this manual. Each leg is read in as a separate spring. 
Although a parachute's suspension system is comprised of a relatively large 
number of individual suspension lines, the computer model combines the 
system and utilizes only two springs. This is reflected in Figure 91. 
Figure 91. Computer Model Spring System 
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In general, for the total parachute 
AE 
K* = n (  5) C O S ~  ' - p  
where: n - number of suspension l ines 
AE ( -  ) = Spring constant of an individual suspension line 
L s  
A E = Material stiffness 
F o r  nylon; a typical value f ~ r  AE is 3. 8 t imes the ultimate strength of 
the material  F . (This assumes  maximum design loading occurs  ac 4 f l o  
of ultimate. ) f n Equation 39, nAE will equal the tot& AE f o r  a!: fhk suspen- 
sion lines, and a l so  will equal (3. 8)(FU). Equation 39 becomes 
L~ l? 
when substitution is made for  nAE. 
F o r  a single pa.?tchute FU = 2. 5 FD = (2. 5)(G's)(W). 
Substituting this into Equation 40 gves 
When a cluster  of parachutes is considered, FU for  a single parachute 
would be FU = (1. 5)(G's)(W)(2. 5) 
N 
and K+ would be 
The spr ing constant f&r a riser would be: 
similarly fo r  the parachutes, if the r i ~ e r  material  is nyion AE = 3. tl FU 
substituting into dquation 43, KR becomes 
where: FU = the ultimate loau capability of the riser = 2. SFDeslgn i 
When a cluster of parachutes i s  considered, each parachute will have its own 
riser.  F U  for each riser will be the same a s  that for one parachute in the 
cluster. Substituting into Equation (44) gives 
For a tether the spring constant is 
and for  nylon AE = 3 . 8  FU, substituting into Equation 46 gives 
If a cluster of parachutes is being considered, than a composite spring constant 
for the entire system of the parachute, r i ser ,  and tether inus. be calculated. 
The actual value which will be read into the program KKS is equal to one half 
of that for the total ~ysterfi. Referring to Figure 91, K for  the parachute and 
r i ser  is 
and when the parachute cluster is considere4 the X value is 
and if a tether is included 
The value KKS to be read into the computer program is equal to one half of 
the value computed for  the composite system. 
These ep uitions a r e  general and can be used f o r  any number of parachutes (N) ir. a c uster. 
When used in  the program, KKS of the two springs are connected at the con- 
fluence end and se rated a t  the top end by a distance DLP (as defined in the 
fortran manual. X!?r a single parachute DLP i~ equal to 4 d the parachute. 
For  a cluster of parachutes without a riser: 
DLP = 2 (Ls)(COS Tp)(Sin F ) (51 
and when a risor is included 
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The length of the springs are defined for the computer program as LS1 when 
a single parachute is used. 
LSL = Ls 
and when a cluster is considered without a riser LS1 is: 
LS1 = L s  COS u 
If a riser is included, LS1 becomes 
Ls1 = LS cos Tp + LR 
Depending on the particular :onfiguration being considered, the appropriate 
forms of the preceding equations can be selected. 
D. Aerodynamic Cfiaracteristics 
The computer program requires as input data, values of four aerodynamic 
coefficients which are  related to the parachute system. These four sets of 
coefficients are: 
1. ada l  coefficient, CCAP (CDo) 
2. moment coefficient, CCMP (CM ) 
3. normal force coefficient, CCIW (CN) 
4. damping moment coefficient CCMQP (C 
~ 4 )  
Each of these values is reid 'rii the program as an array 16 columns wide, and 
8 rows long. The coluinns represent the values at various  angle^ af attack 
and the rows represent M&CR number. The particular MACH wmber asso- 
ciated with each column a.:ld particular an e of attack representee by each !f row are specified by a read-in function. straight line or linear interpo1.a- 
tior: is user1 to obtain values between those tabulated. 
A limited amourti of data exists for these coefficients for clusters of para- 
ch-ites. The rimary amount can be found i n  Report Number ASD-TDR-63 -1 59; 
Wind Tunnel u Of Parachute Clusterin by 2. F. Braun (AD Number 402'17). 
T h i s e p o  - b e  results of w1ndBunne1 testing of four parachute types 
with frolrr one to seven pamchutes being tested in a cluster. The parachute 
ty es  investi ted were, (1) flat circular, (2) extended skirt, (8) ring slot, and 
(4r ribbon. R e  data that was ohhined from these teets waa for the composite 
system, or what could be referred to as an equivalent. Typical values for the 
coefficients of axial coefficient, and moment coefficient for the ri slot and 
"B ribbon pan!rWe s r e  shown Cn T=Eeo V md V-A. As can be seen rom the 
table, clusters of 1, 2, 3 and 5 paracht~tes were considered wtth various para- 
chute reefing ratios, and riser 1end;he. Data for the other confi rations can d be found in the referenceci report. In addition, aerodyriamic pe ormance 
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No. 
In 
C l u t e ~  
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
TABLE V 
Aerodynamics Of Ring Slot Parachutes In A C\~l.ster 
Ref. Wind Tunnel Sludy of Parachute Clustering 
J. F. Braun April 1963 
AD 402777 
ASD TDR 63 - 1 59 
Reef 'g 
Ratio 
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TABLE V-A 
-- 
Aerodprlanlics Oi Ribbon Parachutes Tn A Cluster 
Ref. Wind ?'-,me1 Study of Parachute Clustering 
J.  F. Braun April 1963 
AD 402777 
ASD TDR 63 - 1 59 
Reef 'g 
RAio 
none 
.5 
. 3  
. 2  
none 
. 5  
none 
none 
- 5  
. 5  
none 
none 
none 
. 5  
.5 
!es 
LO. 0' 
-
.019 
.067 
.018 
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data can be found in ASD-TR-61- 579 - Performance of and Design Criteria 
fcr Deployable Aerodynamic Decelerators, for single parachutes. In a W o n  
a variety of other reference data can be found for single parachutes. 
The data as shown in Table V is referenced to the Do of a single parachute 
in the cluster, and the total reference area of all the parachutes i n  the 
cluster. In other words, for parachutes which ;;re other than full open 
(reefed) the coefficients are referenced to the full open diameters and areas 
Since the computer program is presently capable of handling orJy one set of 
coefficients (which would represent a p~rticular stage of inflation) the great- 
est accuracy of load calcution can be otbined by making individual runs a& 
inputting the proper reference dimensims for each. The reason that this 
problem eAsts is that the reference area of the parachute is read i n  as  a 
function of time (described in the next subsection). Since the coefficients are  
not proportional to this size vaziation, the resulting need for making individual 
runs for each stage is applicable. It is not unrealistic though to make first 
pass approximations for the entire system or, a single xwn to insure that pro- 
per inflation times and reefing times have been chosen. 
Thyb \%!ucs *;hi& ~ h s d d  be .;s& for the 2-k~: coeff'iciei,t are thsae which have 
3een utilized in computing parachute sizes i n  Section II. For the main para- 
chutes, the CC A value would be equal to C times the pertinent cluster 
efficiency factor ( - 1  ) and for the drogue the basic nominal C is appli- 
cable. Do 
The C , normal force coefficient is determined as  follows. The moment 
about &e conflueilce point of a cluster of parachutes is given by 
Mo = (-XCp)(FN) !56) 
where X = the distance from the confluence oint of the parachute 
Cp to the center of pressure. , M !ft P 
FN = normal body force, N (lbs) 
Conventional definitions 
cM)(q)(s)(Do)=(- 
af aerodynamic force and moment gives, 
where: CN is the normal force coefficient 
CM is the moment coefficient about Pt. 0. 
Do is the parachute nominal diameter. 
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The distance XC is defined as, 
P 
X c ~  = (LS COS T + LR) COS P 
where: LS is the suspension line length 
LR is the riser line length 
It is assumed the cenkr  of pressure is located by the intersection of the para- 
chute axis of symmetry and a plane passing through the leading edge of the  
canopy. 
Valc2s for CN can be obtained from Equation 59 when CM, Do, and Xcp a re  
lknovm. 
The damping coefficient C which should be used is equal to -0.1 and is 
an estimated value. Since n emperical data is available, this value has 
been sssumed reasonable. 
Ms 
E. Inflation Characteristics 
The irfiat,ion charactex5'~~tics fcr the p,--,ck:tes arc primarily dcciiig ~ 5 t h  the 
area increase of the parachute as it inflates. The particular area change rate 
with filling time is shown in Figure 92 as an area ratio versus a filling time 
ratio. The A ~ x  is equal to the area of all the parachutes in the cluster and 
the value for tf is the filling time for the particular stage. A typical example 
of the use of this data will be made for the main parachutes selected in Section 
n. 
From Table II, the first reefed stage was a D of 46. 5 feet for one parachute 
and used an inflation time of 2.07 s e  . For the 3, 46.5 feet diameter para- 
chutes, the  A ~ x  would be 5100 ftp . Table VI summarizes the data for  
for various filling time ratios and gives the time and area a t  each increment. 
TABLE VI 
Firs t  Stage Inflation Characteristics 
The second tage would have a diameter of 80.4 feet per parachute o r  an Amx i' of 15,300 ft and an inflation time of 2.92 sec. These characteristics are 
summarized in Table VII. For this case, since the system is starting par~lally 
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C TABLE VII 
First Stage Inflation Characteristics 
inflated, the applicable area A is the difference between the  end of this 
stage and the end of the or  15,300 - 51 00 = 10,200 
The full open stage which has a ~;ingie parachute diameter of 139 6 feet and 
filling time of 8. 25 seconds the A for this stage is 45,900 ft2. Table 
MI presents the characteristics #&is stage. 
TABLE VIII 
Full Open Inflation Characteristics 
The AmX which is used, is equal to 45,900-1 5,300 = 30,600 ft2 
The data from Tables VI, ViI and VIII along with the reefing times from 
Table lII are plotted in  Figure 93 to show the inflation of the main para- 
chutes on a single plot. Using Figure 93, the 16 element array of time 
and respective area can be obtained for input to the computer program. 
. Another factor that is associated with the parachute inflation is an addi- 
tional mass which must be added to the system. This virtual o r  added 
mass accounts for the mass of air wnich is enclosed within the parachute, 
and also carried along as part of the wake. This mass can be inputted to 
the prngram in increments similar to the area input. Experience has 
shown that a reasonable estimate for this value is to assume the volume of 
a bemisphere that corresponds to the particular reference diameter at the 
respective inflation state and use the air density at the particular altitude 
. . 
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8 to compute the mass. Presented i n  Figure 94 is the volume ratio versus the filling time ratio and is very similar to Figure 92. The magintude for VmX 
as  refelcted on the figure is that of a hemisphere and is referenced t.0 the 
Do of the particular stage being considered. Using Figure 94 and the filling 
times of Table ITI the volume can be calculated and plotted sim.lar to Figure 
93. If the altitudes can be estimated at each of the steps, then the density at 
that altitude can be used to calculate the vertical a i r  mass for the respective 
time. This mass function can also be plotted similar to Figure 93. The re- 
spective mass for each of the times chosen for the inflation read-in, can then 
be obtained directly from the mass figure which would be generated. 
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It is important to note here that the virtual a i r  mass will affect the center of 
gravity and moment of inertia of the parachute system. It is recommended 
that this affect be taken into account when calculating the center of gravity and 
moments of inertia. 
VERSUS FILLING TIME. RATIO t/t FIGURE 9 4  - VOLUME RATIO 
V/VWAy 131 f 
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C SECTION IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIOhS 
A. Conclusions 
The contents of this report have been prepared to provide the user of the 
computer program described in GER-15853 - USERS MANUAL -"Computer 
Program for the Load and Trajectory Analysis of TWO 3 U. W. P'. Bodies 
Connected By an Elastic Tether", with a method for establishing preliminary 
input data. This report provides data in the form of parachcte, r iser  and 
tether sizes and weights; parachute deployment conditions, inflation times 
and reefing times. In addition, a method for computing the mass properties, 
spring characteristics, aerodynamic coefficients and inflation characteristics 
is also explained. 
The manual is  not intended to provide a complete design manual for the SRB 
parachute system ~ u t  only to provide a definition of the primary components 
which contribute to the parachute system deceleration loads. 
1. The primary conclusion which has been reached during the course of this 
contract's performance is that the use of this computer program should 
be limited primarily to the main parachute deceleration phase. This re- 
sclts because of the expected motion of the SRB at the time the drogue 
parachute would be deployed. 
At the present time, it is anticipated that the SRB will either seek. o r  he 
forced into what is termed a maximum drag configuration. This means 
that depending on the configuration of the SRB, and its relative center of 
gravity and center of pressure location that it wil l  re-enter and seek an 
angle of attack of approximately 95 degrees (or nearly broadside), and 
exhibit what could be termed a "wobbling" motion with resulting yaw 
pitch and roll velocities. The other extreme is ' J add devices to the ex- 
terior of the SRB called "strakes" which will influence the SRB asrody- 
rsimics in such a way as to force it  in a near flat spin condition where 
the angle of attack would be somewhere between 95 and 105 degrees and the 
SRB would have considerably higher yawing and pitching velocities and 
exhibit a "coning" motion. 
Because of these expected motion characteristics and the SRB motion 
which will result when the force of the drogue parachute is applied to 
it, that although adequate answers will be obtained, their accuracy 
would be questionable. 
Since the purpose of the drogue is to stabilize andlor decelerate the 
SRB to conditions for main parachute deploymect this problem will not 
exist during the main parachute deceleration p h ~  e.
2. In addition, as has  been stated within the basic text of this report, only 
one set of aerodynamic coefficients for the parachute can be read into 
the program for a particular run being made. This means that although 
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the proper reference dimensions for various reefed stages are  available 
within the program (because of their being read in) a slight error i n  cal- 
culated loads will result because the coefficients at the reefed st.ages 
relative to the full open parach~te(s) are not directly proportional to their 
size. 
B. Recommendat ions 
1. Because of the expected motion of the SFB at ;he time of drogue deploy- 
ment, it is recommended that a more exac; representation of this phase 
of deceleration be obtained. The model which would represent this is  
simiiar i n  that there would be two bodies connected by an elastic tether. 
The difference from the model of this program is that there would be 6 
degrees of fr-edom (6 D. 0. F. ) on the forebody (SRB) and 5 degrees of 
freedom on the aftbody (Parachute). The 6 degrees a re  three transla- 
tional (X, Y, Z) and three rotational (yaw, pitch, roll). The component 
of roll is not considered for the parachute. This model would then more 
accurately describe the motion of the SRB during stabilization and esta- 
blish the affects on the loads during this transition phase. 
2. it is also recommended thatvhen the loadti for the reefed stages are tzl 
'be evaluated i n  a final form, that each sta e be analy~ed with a single 
run and the apprcpriate aerodynamics coe f ficients for the particular 
stage be used. This then wi l l  provide the greatest accuracy i n  the com- 
puted results. 
